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Cynthia Cook Welcome to the Center for Strategic and International Studies and Chey 
Institute conference on cooperation on scientific innovation, supply chains, 
and geopolitical risk in Northeast Asia. This is our third and final public 
session on biotechnology and public health. I am Cynthia Cook, the Director 
of CSIS’ Defense-Industrial Initiatives Group, and it is my very great pleasure 
to introduce my CSIS colleague, Rose Butchart, who is an associate fellow in 
the group. Previously, she was the senior adviser for national security 
initiatives with the Atlantic Council’s GeoTech Center, where she focused on 
the implications of new technology on national security and geopolitics. She 
also has experience working for the Department of Defense’s National 
Security Innovation Network and the Aspen Institute’s Cybersecurity & 
Technology Program. Rose earned her bachelor’s degree from the University 
of Iowa and master’s degree in international relations theory from the 
London School of Economics and Political Science. 
 

Rose Butchart Thank you so much, Dr. Cook, for that wonderful introduction. Now, if I may 
turn and introduce our panelists. 

 
Our first panelist, Dr. Kristin DeBord, is the acting deputy director for the 
Office of Strategy, Policy, Planning, and Requirements in the Office of the 
Assistant Secretary for Preparedness and Response. She was formerly 
director of the SPPR’s Strategy Division, where she was responsible for 
providing a strategic perspective on national health security to identify and 
advance preparedness and response initiatives for ASPR and HHS.  
 
Dr. Gerald Epstein joined the National Defense University’s Center for the 
Study of Weapons of Mass Destruction in July 2018 as a distinguished 
research fellow. Prior to arriving at the National Defense University, he 
served as assistant director for Biosecurity and Emerging Technologies, the 
White House Office of Science and Technology Policy. 

 
Dr. Lee is a distinguished professor of chemical and biomolecular 
engineering and vice president for research at the Korea Advanced Institute 
of Science and Technology. He served as the chair of the Biotech Council, the 
World Economic Forum, as well as many other prestigious postings. He 
pioneered systems for metabolic engineering. With more than 64,000 
citations, he’s the author of 700 peer-reviewed papers, 91 books or chapters 
and holds 714 patents. 

 
So, with that, I’m going to open the floor to our panelists for some opening 
remarks before we get into the discussion. 

 
Dr. DeBord, I will go with you first. 
 

Kristin DeBord Good morning, good evening, to everyone. I’m happy to be here. So, I’ll start – 
a little bit of an overview on the administration, for the Biden 



   
 

   
 

administration, as we’re here talking about the public health or the 
bioeconomy supply chain, we’re talking about many things. We’re talking 
about vaccines, therapeutics, devices, personal protective equipment, 
ancillary supplies. The skilled workforce is a very critical part of that. 

 
And so – but the scarcity of those supplies and those materials, those things, 
and lack of access really underpin geopolitical instability and shocks to the 
supply system – supply chain. And because of that, the Biden administration 
almost immediately when – first full day in office started on a series of 
executive orders to address just this issue for public health, but also some 
focus on a bioeconomy as well – starting with an executive order on public 
health, sustaining public health supply chains, followed shortly after by 
America’s supply chains, which covers – I think you talked about those as 
well over the last couple of days – semiconductors, energy, defense, things 
like that. 

 
And from that – and you can see this. It’s laid out pretty, I think, clearly in a 
number of strategic documents that the administration has published – and 
that here at HHS we’ve had a major role in leading that – are the national 
strategy for resilient public health supply chain, and it speaks to building this 
diverse and nimble public health and supply chain, sustaining long-term 
manufacturing, which is critical when we’re talking about bioeconomy 
efforts, and really making sure we’re prepared for future pandemics and 
other public health threats. 

 
Another part of that is our ability to monitor and manage the public health 
supply chain. So, whether we try to stockpile things – you know, what kind of 
visibility do we have into the supply chain – and engagement. Engagement is 
critical, not only here with our partners – our federal partners here in the 
United States, but public-private industry, speaking to our international 
partners as well. So, that is very key, and it’s outlined pretty clearly in that 
strategy. 

 
And then the last part of that strategy is about standards, systems, 
governance. It speaks to fair and equitable allocation of scarce resources. 
How do we do that, especially when we have, you know, constraints in the 
supply chain? 
 
A few other things have come out I’ll touch on really briefly that I think are 
important to the conversation today, but I am looking forward to hearing 
other comments and getting to the questions. 
 
There’s a hundred-day report that was put out by the administration about 
June of last year on – specifically focused on pharmaceuticals and active 
pharmaceutical ingredients. This is a big area for bioeconomy. Many of those 
drugs and active pharmaceutical ingredients could be amendable to 



   
 

   
 

biological processes or things that we would consider to be part of the 
bioeconomy, and we are actively working on that with the NSC and our 
interagency partners, our industry partners, and international partners, at 
this time, and looking forward to more collaboration on that. 

 
And then, finally, the final report we just had a one-year assessment on 
where we think we stand with the public health industrial base in, I believe, 
February, was released by the administration. And again, that one aligned 
with some of those other sectors – defense, industrial base, and 
semiconductors, and the like – and so really this concerted effort by the 
administration to focus on – in this area.  

 
And as part of that, we have talked here in the department – if I focus now on 
Department of Health and Human Services and what we’ve done – we’ve 
looked at essential medicines, critical medicines, for – that we need – we 
need to make sure we have for treatments and for taking care of people, in 
particular when they’re most vulnerable – when they’re faced with a public 
health emergency, a natural disaster, things like that. 

 
And so, we brought in a number of experts – over a hundred different 
partners from industry, academia, international, other experts in this area to 
look at the FDA essential medicines list and bring that down and tier that to 
a way that makes sense. What are the things we really need to have? 

 
And I look forward to having more discussion with you, now and in the 
future, on this. Now that we have this tiered list, how do we go about making 
sure that we have those materials, those drugs available to us when we need 
them most, especially at a time where some things come all from one 
country, one location, and as we’ve seen in the last couple years that 
definitely strains not just our ability to get what we need, but for the entire 
world to get what they need. And how do we build more resilience into that 
supply chain, and more diversity, agility, ability to make sure that everyone 
has what they need when they need it? 

 
So, I will stop there and hand it back to you, Rose. 

 
Thank you. 
 

Ms. Butchart Thank you so much for those opening remarks. I can’t think of a better way 
to start us off. 

 
Dr. Epstein, would you give your remarks next? 
 

Jerry Epstein  
16:54 



   
 

   
 

Sure, I’d be happy to. Thanks for involving me in this program, and I’m 
pleased to be following Dr. DeBord. And I hope that we’ll be hearing from Dr. 
Frisk. 

 
I was going to say a few remarks. First, I’m going to go a little bit beyond 
public health to talk about the bioeconomy a little more generally because 
it’s already come up and it actually can play into other aspects of the U.S.-
ROK relationship. And then I’m going to talk a bit about foreign dependence. 
It’s just one piece of the resilience issue that Dr. DeBord mentioned, but it’s 
one that gets a whole lot of attention, and I want to focus on that. 

 
And if we’ve still got some time left at the end, I do want to also highlight one 
– I think one particularly valuable analysis of this issue, which was recently 
put out by the U.S. National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and 
Medicine. 

 
So, in terms of the bioeconomy, it’s clear that we associate biotech with 
biomedical. That’s an area where we are familiar with the power of 
biotechnology. But the bioeconomy is much broader than that. The United 
States bioeconomy is defined as economic activity that is driven by research 
and innovation in the life sciences and biotechnology and that is enabled by 
technological advances – engineering, and in computing, and information 
sciences – so it’s a quite broad set of disciplines. 

 
There’s really four major components to it. One is the biomedical arena that 
we’re talking about here, largely. Another big area of the bioeconomy is 
agricultural biotechnology. A third, and perhaps the most rapidly growing 
aspect of the bioeconomy, is bioindustrial processes that Dr. DeBord 
mentioned. And even in terms of pharmaceuticals, ones that we used to 
make through chemistry, we can now look for biological ways to do that. 

 
But bioproduction goes far beyond public health. There’s aspects of 
materials, aspects of energy, and it’s a way that a lot of countries are 
investing bioeconomy strategies looking for some solutions in these other 
areas. 

 
And then, the fourth component of the bioeconomy is kits, it’s models and 
services – those aspects the bioeconomy uses in order to keep itself running. 

 
I think in looking at the leaders’ statement – the U.S. and ROK leaders – 
there’s a number of areas where both countries are looking to the 
bioeconomy to satisfy many of their stated goals, not just in public health. 
There are references to vaccines and to global health security and pandemic 
preparedness, certainly, which have a direct association to biotechnology, 
but the leaders also referred to other challenges, such as climate change and 
clean energy, to which the bioeconomy can also make a major contribution. 



   
 

   
 

 
In fact, the fact sheet that was associated with the joint leaders’ statement 
that specifically says the United States and the Republic of Korea will seek 
economy-wide decarbonization aligned with achieving net-zero emissions 
by 2050, including decarbonizing their respective power sectors. Biofuels 
are decarbonization of the power sector, and the tremendous potential for 
bioindustrial processes – not only biofuels, but other bioproduction avenues 
– for producing chemicals and materials in ways that are much greener and 
much more sustainable than the traditional industrial processes. 

 
And many countries, in fact, base their bioeconomy strategies not defined 
around technology as the United States has done, but defined around 
sustainability, the so-called circular bioeconomy, and seeking these climate 
change and decarbonization solutions. 

 
I think we can look to the biotech and the bioeconomy for solutions to many 
of these critical problems that go beyond public health security. And in 
general, the ROK is a very valuable research partner to the United States. It 
spends one of the highest percentages in the world of its gross domestic 
product on R&D – at 4.5 percent in 2018 and second only to Israel. The 
United States is 10th on this list, quite a bit down, at 2.8 percent. 

 
Now, if I can talk a little bit about globalization. There’s a tremendous 
understanding the interdependence and the vulnerabilities of supply chains 
– not just in public health, but in the bioeconomy more generally. These 
supply chains are often highly globalized, and also critical materials such as 
DNA, cells and seeds are readily transportable across international 
boundaries. And they’re often part of global trade. 

 
One example from the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and 
Medicine report, “Safeguarding the Bioeconomy,” points to seeds that are 
designed to be grown in Brazil, but designed in the United States using DNA 
from Germany, which was built from phosphoramidites – or raw materials – 
obtained from China, and that’s just one example showing some of the 
complex networks that are involved here. 

 
And like other supply chains, dependencies at the lower tiers may not be 
readily visible. Again, one example from the U.S. – from the “Safeguarding of 
the Bioeconomy” report, 80 percent of the Agar or the Agar growths – that’s 
the growth media used to cultivate biological organisms in research labs – 80 
percent of that media derives from red algae harvested in Morocco – 
something I had no idea of until I looked at the report. And we know that 
there are other items like that nested throughout the bioeconomy in areas 
that would not necessarily have a lot of visibility to. 

 
21:36 



   
 

   
 

And in terms of the improving the resilience of pandemic supply chains, 
we’ve had a number of expensive analyses, inside and outside the U.S. 
government. Dr. DeBord pointed to many of the programs that have been 
pursued with White House leadership and with many executive agencies 
participating.  

 
A great deal of attention in these studies is being paid to foreign dependence 
of U.S. supply chains – the areas in which the United States is dependent on a 
material that’s obtained from sources that are outside our border – and 
there’s a lot of policy attention being given to the implied state that we 
would be more secure – at least from our perspective alone – if all of this 
critical production was on shore, was based domestically. And I’m going to 
drill down on that a little bit. 

 
Just in terms of some of the documentation of these foreign dependencies – 
and again, I want to resolve some controversy about that – the FDA is able to 
keep track of where the locations are of various products that it regulates. 
The medical – the pharmaceuticals we receive in finished dosage form, 52 
percent of those are from methods that are regulated by the FDA are from 
manufacturing facilities outside the United States. Seventy-three percent of 
FDA-regulated manufacturing facilities have produced active pharmaceutical 
ingredients. These are the chemicals that ultimately are what make drugs 
work. Seventy-three percent of those are outside the United States. 

 
And in the generic drug industry, which supplies the vast majority of drugs 
used in the United States, there’s less visibility. But of all FDA-registered 
generic drug manufacturing facilities, 63 percent are outside the U.S. and 87 
percent of the FDA-registered manufacturing facilities making the active 
ingredients of generics are also outside the U.S. 

 
So, these are – some see as – some say disturbingly high numbers. These 
foreign dependencies are dispersed around the world. There’s been a lot of 
policy attention to the role of China in suppling these materials, but it turns 
out that we have foreign dependencies for many countries.  

 
The top five countries for pharmaceutical products, in terms of supplying the 
United States market, are Italy, India, Germany, China, and France. China 
leads the list for medical devices and equipment. And one does also find 
statements like many of the precursor materials for critical drugs used in the 
U.S. come from China; as well as the fact that even drugs we get ultimately 
from other countries such as India, they themselves would rely on active 
ingredients from China. 

 
But there’s a little bit of a counterview on that. Some – a study done, again, 
by a – with pharmaceutical industry funding, says that there really isn’t a lot 
of very good data on this – and particularly, the FDA numbers I gave you in 



   
 

   
 

terms of locations of the production facilities, but there weren’t in terms of 
the volume of the production. 

 
And this study by a health consulting firm called Avalere says that 54 percent 
of the active pharmaceutical ingredients used in U.S. medicines consumed in 
the U.S. are actually produced in the United States. Twenty-two percent of 
those active ingredients are made overseas and are used in finished products 
produced overseas. 

 
So, there are some statements about our dependence on other countries, in 
particular China, and I think it’s important to understand these 
dependencies. But given the data issues and the difficulty in getting visibility, 
it can be hard to come up with really conclusive statements. 

 
One thing I will add here is the United States government has a very 
powerful tool in terms of finding out information about areas which firms 
would consider proprietary, and that can be an issue here. A lot of the 
competitive advantage of a firm may be in terms of its supplier network, and 
it may not want it advertised to its competitors or even to its customers 
exactly who it’s drawing on. 

 
But the Office of – the Department of Commerce has an office of Technology 
Evaluation, which can conduct industrial surveys with the force of the law. 
They can survey manufacturing firms and send them a questionnaire and say 
we’d like to understand better your production processes, your supplier 
networks, and it is a crime to not return that. 
 
I’m sure every pollster in the world would love to have those authorities, and 
that Commerce Department office is pretty judicious in how it uses it. But it 
can get information on things that companies are not necessarily really eager 
to talk about, but that’s for a one-shot study. In trying to understand 
resilience and the foreign dependencies and supply chain interconnections, 
one needs to have sort that of information on an ongoing basis, and it’s 
difficult to get with a one-shot. 

 
So, if I could quickly jump to that last point I wanted to make, which is the 
National Academies of Sciences report, which has just come out this March, 
there’s a number of analyses and framings of this issue. The report is 
“Building Resilience into our Nation’s Medical Product and Supply Chains.” 
They have a number of conclusions such as there’s no one-size-fits-all 
strategy for all of the products and services that we’re looking at, and one 
has to look at it individually. They define supply chain critical items as ones 
that not only may be dependent on a foreign source where there’s potential 
interruption, but also ones that are actually important. They look at the 
critical medical products, where there may be supply chain issues. 

 



   
 

   
 

And they found that one of the biggest roadblocks was the lack of 
transparency. The idea that, as I mentioned, it’s very difficult – even firms 
don’t always understand their own dependencies when they look at their 
own supplier networks. 

  
And one of the – the number one recommendation was that the FDA should 
work to make much more of this information in the public domain. This 
would take legislation since the FDA is now protecting proprietary 
information when companies apply for regulation. 

 
But the recommendation study is that much more of this information in 
terms of supply networks, their capacity, their location, and even their 
quality to be made public so that one – third-party outlook firms can do 
these analyses to say here where we think there’s a strong, here’s where we 
think there’s a weak supply chain. 

 
And also, they think this empowers customers to purchase not only on the 
basis of price, but on the basis of here’s what we think we have as a reliable 
source. Here’s where we think there’s a higher quality product. That’s very 
difficult to do now unless they have their own private sources of 
information. But making that information public permits this sort of analysis 
to be done on a routine basis, and it permits these factors to be built into the 
market. 

 
The market – a manufacturer doesn’t want to be left in the lurch when it has 
a supply chain interruption at a third-tier supplier it didn’t know about, and 
it’s better able to plan when that information is made public. So, this is quite 
a significant change, but in terms of regulatory possibilities or even 
legislative possibilities, it’s one the National Academies thought might make 
some difference. 

 
So, let me leave it at that, and I’d be happy to discuss more with you later on 
in the session. 
 

Ms. Butchart Thank you so much for those wonderful opening remarks. I will turn now to 
Dr. Megan Frisk. Dr. Frisk serves on the National Security Council as director 
of Biotechnology Risk and Biological Weapons Nonproliferation. She leads 
interagency policy processes to better prepare the United States to counter 
all manner of biological threats – naturally occurring, accidental, and 
deliberate – to leverage the vast potential of life sciences and biotechnology 
to promote the U.S. bioeconomy and competitiveness. 

 
Dr. Frisk, over to you. 
 

Megan Frisk Thank you so much. And please do let me know if my video gets shaky, and 
I’ll turn it off. I’m on hotel internet, not the most stable thing. 



   
 

   
 

 
So, thank you so much for having me here today. It’s a pleasure to join you all 
and also to hear my long-time colleagues, Dr. DeBord and Dr. Epstein, 
provide their insights on this topic. And I’m glad, actually, that I get to follow 
them because I think I’m going to fill in maybe your third, kind of, talking 
point – or a third point for discussion today around biosecurity in the 
bioeconomy. 

 
So, as Rose mentioned, I’m the director for Biotech Risk and Biological 
Weapons Nonproliferation, and a big part of my role at the National Security 
Council is thinking about biosafety and biosecurity in tech development – 
biotech development especially. And so, our directorate as a whole – the 
Global Health Security and Biodefense Directorate has a no-fail mission 
that’s to prepare our nation and to work toward a global architecture that 
we need for – to be prepared for and respond to any biological threat that 
comes our way, and to act without hesitation to prevent a biological 
catastrophe. 

 
We started – and Kristin mentioned some of this at the top of her remarks – 
that on day one, President Biden really focused and drilled down on some of 
the core issues that we need to tackle, and one of those was biodefense. He 
re-established our office here at the National Security Council that was not in 
existence – or it was and then it wasn’t, and now it is again. And then he also 
signed the first national security memorandum which was focused on 
strengthening the international COVID-19 health and humanitarian 
response, advancing global health security, and building better biological 
preparedness for emerging threats. And biosafety and biosecurity are a key 
piece of that, and I promise this will come back to the bioeconomy. 

 
So, the administration will soon release a revised strategy around biodefense 
that’s going to look holistically at all biothreats, not just pandemics, and that 
affect humans, plants, animals, and the environment, and our natural, 
accidental, and deliberate. So really covering the gamut. And as we devise 
and implement this new strategy and improve national biodefense, we want 
to be working with other nations to create a world that is safe and secure 
from biological threats, and part of this involves the bioeconomy. So, even 
though we’re thinking overall about our approach to biodefense, I provide 
that background so that you can understand our, kind of, holistic approach to 
the bioeconomy as well. 

 
So, the COVID-19 pandemic didn’t just reveal vulnerabilities in our 
biodefense – collectively around the world our vulnerabilities in biodefense. 
It also revealed massive opportunities for bio-based economy. And 
biotechnology and biomanufacturing research and development, they 
provide – they were vital to providing vaccines, diagnostics at a scale – at 
scale and on an unprecedented timeline. 



   
 

   
 

 
Sorry about the phone in the background. Who calls on hotel phones? I don’t 
think I’ve ever received a phone call in my hotel. (Laughs.) 

 
Bio is a fundamental component of our growing economy, which means 
novel solutions for health security, energy security, climate change, plant and 
animal health – all the things that we want to build a robust biodefense of as 
well. And it’s not just products and services, growing a bioeconomy also 
means, as Kristin mentioned, new jobs, a skilled bio workforce, expanded 
infrastructure, and resilient supply chains. And as more and more countries 
invest in bio as a core part of their economies – that means more 
laboratories, that means more and more people working with bio – there is 
then a commensurate increase in risk, biological risk – kind of bringing it all 
back to our biodefense. 

 
And these risks may be less on the naturally occurring side as we’ve been 
thinking about during COVID, during Monkeypox, and more on the deliberate 
and accidental biological event side. So, we really need to be mindful – all of 
us – in growing our bioeconomies of the evolving threat landscape. As I 
mentioned, proliferating laboratories, democratization of technology, 
patchwork policies around the world to handle biological risk. We don’t have 
kind of a general standard or kind of an agreed upon bar or norm to reach in 
biosecurity, and we also have a growth in private sector R&D, which is 
funding a greater portion of life sciences research and for which oversight 
and governance is a question. 

 
So, for too long biosafety and biosecurity have often been viewed as a niche 
policy area, and as we’ve done for cybersecurity, the life sciences community 
needs to make biosafety and biosecurity a technical discipline and integrate 
it into our growing bioeconomy. And so, what we are thinking here at the 
White House – and now with all of our partners across the U.S. government 
and ideally also with allies and partners as we grow our bioeconomy – is, 
what does it look like to make biosafety and biosecurity part and parcel of 
the growing bioeconomy? 

 
So, I think I’ll just add some specifics to kind of give a sense of what we’re 
trying to do to domestically improve our biosafety and biosecurity and how 
this all ties into the bioeconomy. We have reconvened the National Scientific 
Advisory Board for Biosafety (sic; Biosecurity), and that’s led by HHS. And 
we’re going to look at our dual-use research policies and our potential 
pandemic pathogen care and oversight policy. 

 
Under, again, HHS leadership – thank you to Kristin and her team – we’ve 
released draft revised guidance for gene synthesis companies, which is kind 
of a landmark biosecurity guidance that has been adopted and used around 



   
 

   
 

the world, including in an international consortium. So, we want to make 
sure that that’s keeping pace with the emerging biotech. 

 
We’ve started to think about what we need to do with privately funded 
research, as I mentioned. There’s been some examples of privately funded 
research that challenges our notion of biosecurity kind of oversight, and then 
we’re thinking about whether there needs to be a hub domestically for more 
comprehensive advising of the U.S. government on dual-use research. 

 
So, we’re looking across the board domestically, and as we naval gaze 
domestically, we’re also thinking about what we need to do internationally. I 
have some sobering statistics. Some of the Global Health Security indicators 
show that only 5 or 6 percent of countries have dual-use research of concern 
of oversight. That’s a very low number. 

 
No countries have regulations around gene synthesis. About two-thirds of 
countries fall into – per the indicators – the bottom tier of biosafety, and an 
even greater percentage of that, around eighty, fall into the bottom tier for 
biosecurity. So, we want to raise the bar on these norms around the world. 
Especially as we are thinking of the opportunities for bio, we want to, in 
tandem, make sure our biosafety and biosecurity is up to snuff. 

 
So, we’re thinking of what countries can do together to commit to 
strengthening biosafety and biosecurity. What can we do around norms? 
What can we do around creating a global hub of activity, where practitioners 
can come together? And what can we do around capacity building and 
assistance mechanisms to make this available to everybody? 

 
So, in sum, I guess in growing our bioeconomy and in thinking through our 
biodefense, especially learning lessons from COVID, we’re at this pivotal 
moment, where we are also taking an opportunity to re-think biosafety and 
biosecurity and whether our current policies, practices, guidance, regulation, 
legislation, et cetera, is fit for purpose, and we want to work on this. We 
endeavor to work on this with our allies and partners, including the Republic 
of Korea and many others throughout Asia, the Americas, Africa, and Europe. 
We want to work across the board on this. 

 
So, thank you for having me here today to think through this important topic, 
and apologies that I will only be able to be on about five to ten more minutes 
before I have to catch a taxi. So, if you have any questions and I’m not here, 
I’m very happy to follow up. 

 
Thank you. 
 



   
 

   
 

Ms. Butchart Thank you so much for joining us for the time that you can, and thank you so 
much for setting up our introduction to our final panelist so well. Last but 
certainly not least, Dr. Lee. 

 
Dr. Lee is a distinguished professor of chemical and biomolecular 
engineering and vice president for research at the Korean Advanced 
Institute of Science and Technology. 

 
Over to you for your opening remarks, Dr. Lee. 
 

Sang Yup Lee Thank you so much. Good morning, USA. Good evening, Korea. So, following 
great insights by the three previous speakers, I probably would like to focus 
on one of the core technologies that are relevant to our discussion today. 

 
Can I share my slides, or should I just talk without? If you’ll allow me to 
share it – yes, I think I can. 
 

Ms. Butchart You are absolutely welcome, and I think we can see them now. 
 

Dr. Lee OK. So you’re seeing them now, right? 
 

So one of these core technology is synthetic biology, as you might agree. And 
I want to add metabolic engineering to it because they are interrelated.  

 
So, first, in metabolic engineering, as the previous speakers mentioned the 
importance of bioeconomy and benefits for health, we can, basically, make 
almost anything using the biological reactions and pathways.  

 
Obviously, this is quite complicated and that’s where, you know, synthetic 
biology has evolved, which allows design synthesis development and finding 
applications or biological parts, models – (inaudible) – et cetera. 

 
So you start with DNA. As the previous speaker talked about, the security of 
DNA sequence and synthesis, we start with DNA. We make parts and devices, 
circuits, systems, even whole cells or even more multicells, and, further, go to 
organ formation and even multicellular organisms.  

 
So if you look at the service provided by iGEM, there is a registry of standard 
biological parts and there are more than 20,000 parts already registered. So 
people can just order and get those DNA parts to assemble in their own lab. 
And there are core technologies like DNA synthesis, genome editing, and 
silico simulation, modeling and simulation, genetic logic circuit synthesis, of 
course, data-driven machine learning, cell-free systems. You can now 
engineer even microbiome and community, and also you can use the omics 
analysis to decipher systems-level cell behaviors, et cetera. So all these tools 
are now rapidly enabling the advances in biotechnology.  



   
 

   
 

 
So synthetic biology, as you know, starts with design, build, and test and 
launch cycle and is repeatedly done. But the topic I have worked on for the 
last 30 years is, basically, systems metabolic engineering, which integrate 
metabolic engineering with tools and strategies of synthetic biology, systems 
biology, and even evolutionary engineering to accomplish a lot of different 
goals.  

 
For example, Dr. Epstein talked about the importance of industrial 
biotechnology to avoid our heavy dependence on fossil oil, which is causing 
climate crisis. So instead of relying on fossil resources for the production of 
chemicals, fuels, and materials, you can, basically, produce most of them, if 
not all, through biotech. 

 
Let me showcase some of the examples. For example, you can make a 
nonnatural chemical gasoline from biobase as well. You can engineer – 
(inaudible) – the metabolism of bacteria, introduce new pathways, and then 
now you produce gasoline from glucose or a large lignocellulosic biomass. 

 
You can produce plastics. You are looking at the transmission electro 
micrograph of a bacterium, which contains white granules that’s, basically, 
polyester, and this is not the end of metabolic engineering because at the end 
of the fermentation you can push it to the limit so that you can actually make 
cells that look like this. It’s, basically, 99 percent plastics after fermentation. 
So this will allow efficient production of plastics from renewable biomass or 
even CO2.  

 
Furthermore, you can design metabolic pathways and then you can generate 
different monomers for the polymers, and then you can produce plastics or 
even elastomers having different material properties. You are not restricted 
to producing all these beautiful petrochemicals, polymers, plastics, et cetera, 
but you can also produce natural compounds. 

 
As you know, natural compounds are more friendly to human in many 
aspects. One of them is the ones we consume as a food component or for the 
cosmetics. So that’s colors. Colors, many of them, are synthetic, obviously, 
and they are, of course, having many different problems.  

 
So we decided to engineer microorganisms to produce all seven rainbow 
colors, as showcased here, and also we produce the core ingredient for the 
alternative meat. For obvious reasons, we are now rapidly moving into the 
alternative meat area, and what you are looking at is the engineered 
bacterium grown, you know, fermenter, which is producing heme in 
relatively high concentrations, considering its toxic level, and you can 
produce these by simple fermentation and then you can make alternative 
meat which tastes, smells, like actual meat. 



   
 

   
 

 
Beautiful colors like carmine, which is made from carminic acid, which is 
used for lipstick, and ladies who used to wear the mask for the last two and a 
half years are no longer allowed to not buying lipsticks anymore. So you 
have to buy them and put them, and, of course, one of the most favorite color 
is red, and this beautiful red is carmine. And also all the reddish candies you 
are eating contains this carmine.  

 
Where is it coming from? Well, unfortunately, this one comes from this – 
(inaudible) – bug. You squash these bugs, dry them, extract this color, and 
that can cause allergic reactions and also is environmentally not friendly, 
and it’s very labor intensive and it’s humanitarianly not good.  

 
So can we do metabolic engineering for production? Well, we have used the 
so-called polyketide biosynthetic pathways, introduced two creative 
enzymes, and then we were able to produce carminic acid by one-step direct 
fermentation.  

 
So, of course, we have produced more than a hundred different chemicals, 
which is collected in this chart, and this can be downloaded from the Journal 
website, and you can follow the core central metabolism and then you can 
use these intermediate compounds and you can design the pathways and 
design enzymes.  

 
You can make all these diverse portfolio of chemicals. They can be either 
bulk chemicals, which can replace petrochemicals, or drugs and medicines 
for human hairs. And this one is now called a Google map of bio-based 
chemicals, which can be used as a guideline for the synthesis of metabolic 
pathways for the production of even more diverse chemicals.  

 
So, in short, systems and metabolic engineering, which combines the systems 
biology, synthetic biology, evolutionary engineering with a traditional 
metabolic engineer, allows cell factory, especially microbial cell factories, eat 
anything that’s a known food, waste product preferred, and then convert 
them into bulk chemicals, fine chemicals, polymers and plastics, biofuels, 
natural products, that can be used for food additives or drugs and medicines, 
and you can, of course, integrate the further chemical reactions to even more 
diversify the portfolio.  

 
And we can use the tools and strategies of systems of metabolic engineering 
to address a pandemic situation like the SARS-CoV-2 situation we had 
recently. So in this particular slide what we are showing is we use the 
algorithm for designing in silico cell and then we use the designing algorithm 
for proteins, and instead of just simple docking simulation for the drug 
repurposing, which most of the experts have been doing, we actually 
increase the possibility of identifying the real positive functional drug 



   
 

   
 

candidates through including pre-docking simulation algorithm and also 
post-docking simulation algorithm in between these process, and then we 
are able to identify about five active ingredients, which show the activities 
against SARS-CoV-2 out of about 2,500 drugs.  

 
Also, we extended this strategy to screen 350,000 natural compounds and 
we identified a good number of candidate molecules that can, basically, 
prevent penetration of SARS-CoV-2 during the inhalation process or to 
treating the infection to your lung and others. 

 
So drugs can be designed through these synthetic biology approaches and 
there are a lot of good things you can do with this core enabling technology.  

 
One other – another good thing which is relevant to this discussion today is 
that President Biden, who recently visited Korea, of course, they, together, 
announced the big collaboration schemes on science and technology, as you 
all know, and one of the area is biotechnology and more detailed area of 
biotechnology probably we can collaborate is, actually, this metabolic 
engineering synthetic biology for enabling bioeconomy and also enhancing 
human health care.  

 
So I talked about all the good things, but what about the perilous path? I 
think we can discuss the potential dangers and risks of the synthetic biology 
and metabolic engineering during our discussion.  

 
Thank you so much.  
 

Ms. Butchart Thank you so much.  
 

We’re going to turn now to a couple of questions for our panelists. Given that 
Dr. Frisk may have to leave us, we are going to go to the final question first. I 
also want to emphasize that if you, in the audience or as a participant, have a 
question or a comment, please do drop it in the chat and we will try to 
include you in the conversation as well.  

 
Without further ado then, what norms and standards should the U.S. and 
South Korea promote regarding bioeconomy supply chains to nurture the 
biotechnology sector while promoting biosecurity and protecting medical 
data? 

 
And I am going to ask Dr. Frisk to speak first, if she’s still with us, and then 
over to Dr. DeBord.  
 

Dr. Frisk Thanks. Yeah. I’m still here, very briefly.  
 



   
 

   
 

It’s a good question because there are no, really, widely accepted norms or 
normative standards at the moment, you know, leaving aside kind of 
technical standards and biorisk management for laboratories. And so, there’s 
different types of things that have been government policies or society 
guidance, like a professional society or academic association – guidance that 
have become more or less a norm, and the one I gave as an example was 
around screening for synthetic DNA.  

 
So that is one example that has blossomed from kind of a national level thing 
into an international best practice, if anything. But there are a whole range of 
areas where it would be really great for the international community, 
practitioners, policymakers, funders, industry leaders, to come together and 
talk about what some of those norms are in terms of governance, in terms of 
oversight, how you do biorisk assessment before you make decisions around 
funding or around even conceiving of a project.  

 
There might be norms around cybersecurity or standards, probably, 
eventually, around cybersecurity that would be relevant to biotech that’s 
based on data, biomanufacturing, feeds on networks, and what does that 
look like in terms of cyber for bio, and we’re not there yet.  

 
So, there’s a lot of opportunities and kind of the space is quite vast in how we 
think about what would be kind of the core set of norms that would give us 
confidence that we have strengthened biosafety and biosecurity worldwide 
in the life sciences and biotech.  

 
And I’ll be glad for Dr. DeBord’s response on this as well, and I know Dr. 
Epstein has thought about this deeply over the years, too.  
 
So, thank you for the question and I’m looking forward to hearing more.  
 

Ms. Butchart Thank you.  
 

And, Dr. DeBord, maybe over to you.  
 

Dr. DeBord Thank you, and thanks to Megan for starting us off on that one. 
 

As I think she kind of alluded to, we’re really – we’ve been having these 
discussions for a while but we’re really starting to think about how do we 
apply – how do we protect, and I’ll speak specifically to the health and 
medical data because that’s our area, and leave the other parts to the other 
speakers. 

 
But how do we protect the health and medical data for – of individuals and, 
but also balance sharing data for, you know, advancing science and making – 
you know, getting the best innovation and having, you know, the open 



   
 

   
 

sharing and balance that against still protecting individuals, protecting data, 
protecting information.  

 
I think, for me, you know, it’s really a question that we’re just trying to work 
through now and understanding the – so here we have – in the U.S. we have 
protections on specific types of medical data. This comes through the 
department. It’s – the acronym is HIPAA, and I apologize, I’m not going to be 
able to pull out exactly what that stands for in my – right now on the spot. 
It’s Health Information Protection Portability Act. Anyway, apologies.  

 
But it really is those medical data that were – Health Insurance Portability 
and Accountability Act. There we go. It’s something that is very – it’s very 
specific to medical records and certain types of data. But it doesn’t go over 
to, like, some of the genomic data and some of the health data that people are 
doing individually that aren’t really part of their medical record. That is – 
sorry. I think I’ll just say I don’t think we understand how to look at these 
data and how to protect these data, particularly, genomic data. That’s the one 
area we’re really concerned about and – for human health but also when we 
talk about strain sharing where we’ve just – we’re still kind of in a – we’re 
still in a pandemic – but over the last couple years just having the ability to 
share the data, get those data. So have those open connections but also not 
put rules in place that will now hamper our ability to respond to future 
pandemics and still have those international connections that we so 
desperately need to make sure that, as we note, the pathogens don’t really – 
they don’t respect borders.  

 
And so, for us, it’s a balance of being able to both promote the science and 
make sure we’re doing the best science and that we’re working with the 
smartest people and the collaboration but also protecting it from ill use – 
misuse – from actors that maybe don’t have the same intention that we do.  

 
I’ll stop there.  
 

Ms. Butchart Thank you very much.  
 

Dr. Epstein, we’ll go to you next. 
 

Dr. Epstein  Sure. I mean, this is a great set of issues that have been laid out. I really don’t 
know how I’m going to go off in a different direction, though. Maybe I’ll just 
elaborate on some of the points that have already been brought up.  

 
Dr. Frisk and Dr. DeBord both talked about the importance of cyber and 
information and data and let me just foot stomp that. One of the reasons the 
bioeconomy is so powerful now compared to where we were, you know, 10 
or 20 years ago is that it’s much more than just the wet wear and the lab – 



   
 

   
 

bio lab work with reagents and organisms. We’re now coupling the biological 
sciences with the information sciences. 

 
Biological organisms are tremendous sources of data – their genomes, the 
proteins that they make, the structures and the metabolites that the cells 
produce – and all this data is now amenable to analysis, the tools of artificial 
intelligence and machine learning, and the confluence of the data and the AI 
tools and the biology is really driving innovation and progress. And since it’s 
so dependent on data, we now have all the vulnerabilities and pathologies 
that Dr. Frisk and Dr. DeBord have mentioned in terms of cyberattacks and 
intrusions.  

 
One of the areas that the National Academy report “Safeguarding the 
Bioeconomy” mentioned earlier spent a fair amount of time looking at some 
of the data security and biotech connections, and the report points out that 
firms in the bioeconomy, like any other firm, are living in a cyber world and 
they’re vulnerable to the cyberattacks, and the ransomware, and the hacks, 
and the data theft, and infiltration that any other firm is vulnerable to.  

 
So just by virtue of operating on the internet in the modern world, these 
firms need to ensure that they’re practicing cyber hygiene and they’re 
appropriately securing their information from those who are seeking to 
attack or steal it.  

 
But the fact that bio is so dependent on data introduces a whole new set of 
connections. There may be things that might – a firm that’s drawing on 
datasets and then producing products, the whole innovative bioengineering 
metabolic pathways that Dr. Lee was mentioning are dependent on data 
about the cells, about what they’re making and how they work.  

 
If that data were to be corrupted and a firm is drawing on the data to 
produce a new organism or the new synthetic DNA, it’s going to be 
producing something it doesn’t even understand what it is. If we have a 
production process, which is driven by electronic controls, it’s driven by 
programming and data, and that its programming – (clears throat) – excuse 
me – is interfered with, that production process is not going to be making 
what the owners and developers think it is.  

 
So in addition to all the standard cybersecurity issues, the fact that the 
bioeconomy is so dependent on data and data analysis and data sets means 
that corruption or infiltration of datasets can then couple over into the bio 
world and have physical consequences, and this is a new set of 
vulnerabilities that firms in either domain – maybe ones who understand 
information may not know the biological consequences or the ones that are 
working in the biotech may not be sensitive to all their cyber vulnerabilities, 
and it’s understanding that mixture, which is a new set of risks people have 



   
 

   
 

to understand, and this is, clearly, a fully international effort. Both the cyber 
domain and the domain in which pathogens can spread around the world are 
neither one constrained by national boundaries.  

 
I also want to go a little bit into something else that Dr. Frisk mentioned in 
passing, as she had so many things to cover, about the challenge of 
addressing privately funded research. In the United States, most of the 
policies which are ensuring biosecurity, that people are not able to be 
harming – harmed with the results of the products of research – are done, 
implemented, through guidance that the government attaches to recipients 
of government funding.  

 
They’re not legally binding on the private sector, but one of the tremendous 
and positive attributes of the bioeconomy is a huge growth in biological 
development in the private sector – firms that are not necessarily getting 
government funding for research but are investing their own resources or 
venture capital resources into producing goods and services. 

 
Right now, some of them may be adopting government practices because 
they think that’s a norm, and one important thing we can all do is try and 
build things that are not legally binding into norms that firms and 
researchers are expected to follow. But there are, in many cases, not legally 
binding tools governments can use that can constrain potentially dangerous 
activities that are being done without government funding, and that’s a 
whole set of issues that has to be worked through very carefully. 

 
The way to constrain private actors in the United States and, I think, most 
other countries is through legislation. The government, through policies it 
attaches to its own funding or policies that the president can issue through 
an executive order, cannot bind a private citizen unless Congress has given 
that statutory authority and says this is now something that all citizens, not 
just government grant recipients, have to comply with.  

 
And we’ve always been very careful and very wary of having legislation in 
the realm of biological research because, one, Congress, which writes 
legislation, is not terribly technically sophisticated and they’re not very often 
capable of doing things that require some subtlety, and regulating science 
requires both of that. You have to understand the science and you have to 
understand that slight changes can have big consequences.  

 
Congress is also – even if it can be convinced to act on a topic, which is very 
difficult, particularly, now when it’s hard to get anything done, it’s very 
difficult to get them to revisit something, and when you have legislation, if 
technology changes in a way that makes your earlier legislation no longer fit 
where the science is, then Congress has to pass another law and fix that.  

 



   
 

   
 

So, adapting how one constrains private sector activities and blending that 
with the difficulty in doing that through the legislative instrument is a real 
challenge that we’re facing here in the United States and, I think, in all other 
countries that have an increasingly powerful private sector.  

 
So let me just leave it at that and – but lots of areas we could go into it 
further. 
 

Ms. Butchart Well, thank you so much.  
 

And, Dr. Lee, I think that gives you a lot to draw on, both from your metabolic 
engineering work but also, I know in our brief published late last year you 
talked a little bit about some of South Korea’s early diagnostic efforts and 
how in many ways that touched on slightly different data privacy laws in 
South Korea.  

 
So, with that, over to you.  
 

Dr. Lee Yes. Thank you.  
 
So, I think during the pandemic era Korea has rapidly participated in 
developing diagnostic kits and there were a number of companies who 
actually produced all these, you know, testing kits, and they made, of course, 
tons of money, but at the same time they have contributed to a surveillance 
system for this, you know, pandemic.  

 
So, obviously, one of the U.S.-Korea bioeconomy supply chain collaboration 
scheme will be how we can better align what two strong allies are capable of. 
So, for example, U.S. was very strong in rapidly developing, for example, 
mRNA vaccines and other vaccines while Korea was quite rapid in 
developing diagnostic systems, and if we were able to more rapidly 
collaborate on, you know, sharing these developments, probably we could 
speed up the entire process both for diagnostic system and also therapeutic 
and prevention system.  

 
So I think I’d propose that we sit together and talk about how we can better 
align what we are capable of and what we should be capable of alone and 
also together, and that will be giving us opportunity to think about how to 
tackle the potential threats of the incoming or future potential pandemics 
because we can now rapidly develop the not only vaccines but also 
therapeutic agents through the – some of the tools and strategies I 
mentioned.  

 
But, of course, you know, the expertise needed to accomplish all these will 
rely on very strong collaboration between U.S. and the Korea scientists and 
engineers.  



   
 

   
 

 
So, I strongly urge that we continue the discussion at the various levels, not 
only just the individual research level, but at the government level and the 
funding agency level, and then we can, hopefully, collaborate better to cope 
with all these, you know, potential thrills and perils of biotechnology.  
 

Ms. Butchart Wonderful. Thank you so much.  
 

Going to our – back to our first question, what factors should be considered 
to determine how the U.S.-South Korea bioeconomy supply chains can better 
address pandemics and other threats to health security, building off your 
point, Dr. Lee? 

 
What are the largest obstacles to cooperation?  

 
And I guess, Dr. Lee, why don’t we go to you first this time, since – 
 

Dr. Lee OK. So, I think I already briefly mentioned about the one thing we can add is 
that can we, for example, develop a surveillance system that can better 
predict the possibility of another outbreak. I think now, you know, we, in 
Korea and also U.S., we have a lot of great data scientists. So that does not 
necessarily - they are experts on biotech themselves, but once we integrate 
our expertise, obviously, we can develop a system for better monitoring and 
provide a better surveillance system. So that’s the first starting point.  

 
And then second point is, obviously, what if situation – how to address what 
if situation here. What if will be – what if a virus that’s even more nasty than 
SARS-CoV-2 comes up? How fast can we develop vaccines and therapeutics, 
and what are the best ways to do so?  

 
So, I have been discussing this issue with the leaders of World Economic 
Forum for many years and one keyword is we have to establish the 
strategies for rapid manufacturing.  

 
So rapid manufacturing not only means the real, you know, manufacturing 
part alone, but it starts with the identification through the end of purification 
and packaging as well. So that part requires great scientist, engineer, and the 
policymakers – all these, you know, stakeholders’ collaboration. So, I think 
that’s where, you know, U.S. and Korea should strongly collaborate on. 
 

Dr. DeBord Rose, can I – oh, sorry. 
 

Ms. Butchart Dr. DeBord, do you want to go next? 
 

Dr. DeBord I do. I was just going to respond to some of that and also had some thoughts.  
 



   
 

   
 

I think, agree on the – I, specifically, want to speak to the surveillance point 
because it’s, obviously, a big issue, I think, for everyone and it is a major part 
of what, as Megan – I think she may have dropped off already – were talking 
– she talked about revamping the National Biodefense Strategy and even 
using different words to describe what we’re talking about because when 
you say biodefense you think – a lot of people think biological weapons. But 
we really want to, you know, expand that and make sure it’s truly expanded 
to emerging infectious diseases, pandemics, and the like. And so really 
revamping that. 

 
But part of that and part of some of the pandemic preparedness also that the 
administration has been working on is surveillance, and for us at 
Department of Health and Human Services, our lead is the Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention. So CDC is, really, leading this effort.  

 
But we are also working closely with them on getting at that exact question, 
Dr. Lee. You know, how do we better see it coming? A lot of that has to be, 
you know, an entire global footprint to – for, you know, surveillance for 
what’s going on in those environments and for different pathogens, and CDC 
is our sort of unit that does that here, not just for the department, but for the 
U.S. government.  

 
So, it is a focus, and I think it’s important that we collaborate on that as we 
move forward between the U.S. and Korea – how do we get better reach into 
the different regions and make sure that, you know, we have both the 
relationships there but also even have the capabilities. What types of better 
surveillance tools can we be using, both at the level of the actual – the testing 
part of it, but also the data analytics and the other things that go behind that. 
And, of course, this comes with data sharing and all sorts of other issues that 
would need to be worked out. And so that was just my point on the 
biosurveillance part.  

 
The other question about factors, I think there are a lot of things that we, you 
know, need to be talking about internationally and in both a bilateral 
situation, but also multilateral situations on maybe a framework for, you 
know, how we go about this – what do we even know about the supply – the 
biosupply chain, public health supply chain, what kind of visibility do we 
have into that.  

 
We’re trying to build that here in the U.S. government. But also, how do we 
do that internationally. What does that – what do other – our partners know, 
and focusing on partners like Korea who are, you know, like minded and 
also, you know, looking at this – having a similar perspective for why we 
need to be doing this and focusing on things like, I heard advanced 
pharmaceutical ingredients and drugs a couple of times today. You know, do 
we even know where these things are being produced?  



   
 

   
 

 
So maybe getting better visibility into that. It is a lot more complicated than 
knowing where a company has factories because they can have more than 
one in different locations and it might turn out that that’s – that their 
registration site is different from the actual production site. I saw a question 
in the comments a little bit that speaks to that.  

 
I think the global vaccine partnership is also important – the Experts Group. 
Of course, Experts Group really looking to see where that’s going to go and 
President Yoon’s direction, going forward, and how we work in this space 
together. So those are kind of the big, big factors for me.  

 
And – oh, we can get to obstacles, too, if you want to hear those. But it’s 
really about resources. It’s about the stuff. It’s about the people. It’s about the 
skilled workforce. It’s about the regulatory environment. Jerry spoke to this 
a bit. And then the geopolitical instability or geopolitical environment is, 
obviously, something, I think, at the forefront of all of our minds.  

 
 
So those are the big obstacles for me. Over. 
 

Ms. Butchart Cynthia, do you want to jump in?  
 

(No response.) 
 

OK. Then, Dr. Epstein, over to you, and then, Caroline, I saw your hand up so 
I’ll go to you next.  
 

Dr. Epstein Sure. Let me try and drill into the obstacles and it’s a little bit freelancing 
because I – you know, if I had a list of particular obstacles, I’d say here’s one 
we need to work on. So it’s a little bit more where might they arise, and I 
previewed this a little bit in terms of the attention we’re giving to foreign 
dependencies. 

 
Clearly, sourcing a critical material from a foreign country introduces a 
potential vulnerability, and U.S.-ROK collaboration could be impeded if we 
decide we need to do things domestically and we need to be worried about 
foreign sourcing.  

 
So it needs – I think we really need to drill down both the risks and the 
benefits of foreign sourcing, not only from close allies like the ROK but from 
other countries around the world, and let me break that down.  

 
For one, as I mentioned, foreign sourcing can increase resilience if the U.S. is 
lacking a critical industrial base, and in many areas an industry has not been 
economically able to operate in the United States. So if we didn’t have foreign 



   
 

   
 

sources we would not be able to supply those important materials. A 
diversity of foreign sources is a good defense against being too dependent on 
any one. So, there’s strength there.  

 
And I also would like to remind ourselves that domestic sourcing doesn’t 
mean resilience either. We are in the middle of a baby formula crisis because 
a U.S. domestic firm was not able to produce the baby formula that this 
country depended on. That’s not a foreign dependence. That’s a domestic 
dependence on an important producer.  

 
So, there, one way we’re trying to remedy that is by bringing in baby formula 
from foreign sources. It’s not typically a material that we ship overseas in 
great quantity. So that’s a special case. So, it’s easy to jump to kind of easy 
but misleading answers. 

 
And let me drill down a little bit on the various sources of risk that foreign 
sourcing can provide. One is regulatory risk, that facilities in another country 
are not going to be able to meet our regulatory standards or that we may be 
having quality issues. We’ve, certainly, had issues with materials and 
pharmaceuticals from China being counterfeit or not being as advertised.  

 
This is not an issue with collaboration with the Republic of Korea. We have 
producers there who are inspected by the U.S. Food and Drug 
Administration, and they’re very much accepted as part of our supply 
framework and the standards of the products coming out there there’s no 
reason to think they’re any different than standards of products we have 
here.  

 
Political risk is another concern – here, again, this is not an issue with the 
Republic of Korea – political risk being actions of a government to maybe 
close down supply because of some tension, and it’s a considerable issue 
with things we’re sourcing from China. Should China decide it does not want 
to provide, say, rare earth minerals or other critical products that could put a 
country which is dependent on those products in risk.  

 
So the geopolitical risk is not important for the U.S.-Korea relationship 
except for the fact that one aspect of dealing with a crisis we’ve seen is that 
countries may put export bans in place. The United States had put 
restrictions on exports of materials we critically needed during the 
pandemic.  

 
So even though we had close relationships with allies and partners around 
the world, we made decisions – the United States – that we were going to not 
export our products, and any other country may find itself in a similar 
position, even one that one’s closely allied to. 

 



   
 

   
 

So, on top of regulatory risk and political risk we even have regional risk. We 
may not have concerns about interacting with the Republic of Korea, but it’s 
a part of the world where this geopolitical situation could change. If a 
military conflict were to break out, then we may have trouble getting 
materials being produced and where they’re being made or – and having 
them shipped to the United States. Here, it may matter that many 
pharmaceuticals may be shipped by air. Maybe it’s easier for air travel even 
at a time when global shipping is not able to go.  

 
And, finally, there’s what I’ll call logistical risk. We had a month-long backlog 
of ships outside the Port of Long Beach unable to unload what they were 
taking from across the Pacific Ocean. So, again, totally independent of the 
geopolitical situation. Totally independent of regulatory or political 
relationships with countries in Asia. If they couldn’t unload the ships in U.S. 
ports, then those consumers in the United States who were relying on those 
products were not able to get them.  

 
So in terms of collaboration with the Republic of Korea on addressing supply 
chain issues, I think we have to parse out the various components of risk, 
understand where that sort of collaboration actually improves resilience, but 
understand where that kind of dependence, even on a close ally, can 
introduce risks that we would have to mitigate through other mechanisms, 
and it’s another reminder that it’s important not to jump to easy solutions 
like domestic supply good, foreign supply bad. That’s an oversimplification.  
 

Dr. DeBord Can I add just a little bit on that, Rose? Because I think Jerry played nicely 
into what I was saying earlier about the framework. 

 
I think this is where we can partner really well is – and I think Jerry laid out 
better than I did, you know, understanding what those risks are and then 
drilling down on those and determining what we can do about it, right.  

 
So when you talk about getting certain types of supplies, we get – I don’t 
know the exact percentages but we get, you know, a bulk of our personal 
protective equipment from one region and some of it – the largest portion 
comes from a single country.  

 
And so one of the things we’ve been trying to do here is a combination of a 
little bit of onshoring because we don’t do a lot of the full end-to-end with – 
from raw material manufacturing in this country. So, we have put some 
efforts towards that in the last couple years. But also nearshoring – not to 
mean near or close by, but to be near more politically, and so it can be 
anywhere in the world to be near. But where we’re looking at regional hubs 
and things where it can be available to people when they need it most in 
public health emergencies, for example, which is our area of focus.  
 



   
 

   
 

And so, for the U.S. and Korea, this is something that, I think, we should be 
talking about. We know it’s a risk about the active pharmaceutical 
ingredients and where they come from and how pharmaceuticals are made, 
where they’re made, and if there are – you know, and we’ve put out our 
critical medicines list, for example, and I imagine that Korea has, you know, 
some similar but also different needs.  

 
And so, parsing that through to figure out which one of those drugs should 
we be talking about partnering on. How do we manufacture this ourselves? 
Are there biological processes that can be used to do that, since we’re talking 
about bioeconomy, and start to work through some of those? I’m just talking 
about manufacturing. There’s so much more that has to go on here, but I 
think that’s a place where we can start. 

 
But as Jerry noted, we have to really understand what the risk actually is 
before we get any sort of concrete decisions.  

 
 

Ms. Butchart So then what should be prioritized for U.S., South Korea, and partner 
biotechnology investments to support supply chain resilience in the 
bioeconomy and beyond? We will go to Dr. Epstein first, since I don’t believe 
you’ve been first yet.  
 

Dr. Epstein  Don’t think I’ve had first yet. On this one, I was going to say we should go to 
Dr. Lee because I think the story he laid out with metabolic engineering and 
the role of synthetic biology and systems metabolic engineering to address a 
lot of the issues we’ve seen with more traditional production processes, I 
think, it’s very valuable. I think he gave a great overview of that, and other 
than pointing back to him and asking him to go further because it was 
interesting. I’d love to hear the next slide that he couldn’t put up. I think 
that’s one certain area of investment.  

 
I think, generally, investment in science technology, overall, is an important 
area to pursue, and I mentioned earlier that South Korea is a very active 
partner in R&D and bioinnovation. And so in terms of – I mean, the problem 
of priorities it’s easy to say what you like. The hard thing about priorities is 
saying what do you want – what you’d like a little less. OK.  

 
I can always name the things I want to do. The hard part of prioritization is 
what do I want to do less of and that’s – I’m going to have to cop out on that 
because I don’t know which areas I want to deemphasize because they’re all 
so important, and there’s a lot of prospects.  

 
I do note that Dr. Lee at the very end said there are perils of biotechnology, 
and Dr. Frisk has been very eloquent. I’m talking about some of the security 
measures that the United States is trying to pursue with allies. And maybe 



   
 

   
 

that’s an area we could talk a little bit about more. He invited further 
discussion on that. Maybe I’ll cede that to him and say are there areas that 
we need to more appropriately, collectively, focus on addressing some of 
these risks. 

 
I think we’ve mentioned the DNA screening and – but I’d be happy to turn it 
back to Dr. Lee.  
 

Ms. Butchart Wonderful. 
 

Dr. Lee I think – I think that’s excellent, and I also agree that we want to find 
something we should delist instead of finding things to do together as well. 
So, I think what you said is fantastic that we can do together.  

 
One thing I would like to add is can we sort of list up things that actually we 
should do together instead of just, you know, talking about the benefits of 
collaboration, which is often the case? 

 
For example, I have a lot of great friends who are scientists and engineers 
and actually leaders in the U.S. But we are all too busy. We are all too busy to 
do things together, so we are busy doing our own things. So, if there is a 
great collaboration picture set up by our two, you know, close nations, then 
probably we have a motivation based on making both countries better and 
then we can work together.  

 
And one example was my opportunity to work with the CEO of Joint 
BioEnergy Institute, Jay Keasling. We both worked at Center for 
Biosustainability in Denmark as both of us were invited to serve as a 
scientific director there, of course, as part time because we have our own 
jobs here in Korea and U.S., and by doing so we were able to actually sit 
together and work together.  

 
So, basically, making such collaboration happen in the real world will be one 
of the starting points we should pursue, too. I will stop there.  

 
 

Ms. Butchart Beautiful. Thank you.  
 

And, Dr. DeBord, over to you. 
 

Dr. DeBord Yeah. I can give some – a couple concrete things. But, also, I do want to note 
that we should – there are other individuals in other parts of the U.S. 
government we should get involved with these conversations, notably, you 
know, State and some of the other partners. I do have some – our HHS global 
affairs partners have been involved with us on this as well.  

 



   
 

   
 

But I will say, specifically, and I speak for the medical – public health and 
medical, part of it is fill/finish capacity is something that, you know, is a 
concern for us just for the medicines themselves and in some of the – in 
manufacturing, so innovative manufacturing, moving things more quickly. 
Someone mentioned earlier about – Dr. Lee, I believe you mentioned, you 
know, the next pandemic are we going to be able to get things quickly 
enough.  

 
It is amazing what we’ve done in the last two years, how quickly there was a 
vaccine for a novel virus that was deemed safe enough and efficacious 
enough to be put into people to prevent disease. That is really amazing. But 
we would like to do it faster. We’ve been talking about this for a long time.  

 
If you go back to 2017, the U.S. – HHS, specifically, here in the U.S. – 
published our pandemic flu strategy and we said 12 weeks from knowing 
when – you know, what a new pathogen is or declaration of an emergency to 
get to a vaccine. That is very ambitious. We definitely did not make that this 
time but it’s still a target for us and maybe we can go faster than that.  

 
But how do we even get there – the innovations that need to get us there. I 
think both the U.S. and Korea have a lot of equity in innovation space. We 
have very, very smart people, very robust research and development 
capabilities. And so this is one that, I think, we should be talking about 
because we were fast as – you know, in the globe, as a world, but we need to 
be doing that faster.  

 
And so, again, I’m speaking just for the health equities. There’s so many other 
areas of bioeconomy that we can talk about. But for me, it’s getting there 
faster, getting the drugs and vaccines we need to the people who need them 
when they need them in a safe way that is reliable, that FDA and the 
regulatory agencies are going to be OK with.  

 
So this is a bigger process than just the innovation part of it, getting it 
through the whole process from discovery – you know, things that are more 
platform technology, plug and play. So not brick and mortar. Not one 
building for one drug, but ways that we can switch out lines to ramp things 
up and down as we need them. That takes FDA on our side to do that and 
other partners, and – but that’s the area that’s of real importance to us if 
those – if you’re willing to have those conversations. 
 

Dr. Epstein  Can I jump back in on this? 
 

That was a really important talk about how can we compress these timelines, 
and you mentioned that the 12 weeks to get a vaccine is something we would 
aspire to.  

 



   
 

   
 

A lot depends on what we mean by a vaccine. I think if you have a vaccine 
you can administer in large numbers that’s the end of the regulatory process. 
If one looks at the ability to produce the mRNA vaccines we’ve seen for 
COVID, I believe Moderna had a candidate three days after they obtained the 
gene sequence. So they had something to test. And then the rest of that 
amazingly compressed time was actually doing all the testing and, 
particularly, the regulatory approvals.  

 
The problem – I won’t say the problem with regulatory approval. We want to 
make sure our products are safe. We don’t want to have the American public 
be the guinea pigs on which we test things, and there are physiological 
processes that happen when one takes a vaccine that take a while to 
manifest. Diseases take a while to take effect. It takes a while to see whether, 
A, it’s had anything to do with mitigating disease. Takes a while to see 
whether some process which is being awry or astray in the body is actually 
manifesting.  

 
So going – it’s hard to see, in some areas, how you can beat the physiology in 
terms of testing unless one goes to either computer models – and that’s an 
area, I think, we should look at in much more depth, although to what extent 
are we really going to trust a computer model to teach us the things we don’t 
know? 

 
The reason why we have regulatory approval with clinical trials is we don’t 
know what the effects are, and if we have a computer model that’s including 
the things that we do think we understand, we’ve got to be pretty sure that 
it’s going to also come up with the things that we didn’t expect at the 
beginning.  

 
Other approaches, such as so-called organs on a chip where we take tissues 
and cells from the human and then put them in a silico solution and then try 
and look at how those organs and tissues and cells react in terms of the 
immune response, so there are things we can do with experimental 
approaches. There are things we can pursue with the amazing advances in 
machine learning and computational power.  

 
But we’re still, fundamentally, dealing with unknowns in a physiological 
system, which takes some time. And so it may be that we can come up with a 
new flu vaccine because we have a lot of confidence in how the previous flu 
vaccines had worked and we’re changing something, and we have a pretty 
good idea of what those changes are going to do. 

 
With an RNA vaccine, if we’re changing from organism one to organism two, 
it may just be changing the RNA a little bit, but it may have a completely 
different physiological effect.  

 



   
 

   
 

So that regulatory review process is one that we really have to look at and 
both look for technological ways to accelerate it but also respect that we may 
not have the kind of confidence in our chips or our computers to be able to 
give us that kind of information and we may not be able to go to the – from a 
year to a hundred days to two weeks in a straightforward process.  
 

Dr. Lee I absolutely agree with Dr. Epstein and Dr. DeBord, and let me add one more 
thing on the necessity to develop therapeutics because, you know, people are 
not afraid of diseases if we have proper drugs to treat or cure. So equally 
important to a vaccine is – actually, even more important is rapid 
development of therapeutics against the emerging pathogens.  

 
So I think, again, U.S. and Korea can collaborate on that issue, and Dr. DeBord 
said – I think you mentioned three weeks or 12 weeks as a target. I would 
suggest one month, actually. 
 

Dr. DeBord  That would be great. I agree. (Laughter.) 
 

Dr. Lee So discovery within two weeks but, hopefully, within three days. So the 
reason I’m saying three days is that I have done simulations myself and some 
parts we could finish the discovery part in three days. That’s why I 
mentioned it. And the manufacturing for the rest of, you know, a couple of 
weeks or three weeks, whatever is necessary, both for therapeutics and also 
vaccines, I hope. 
 

Dr. Frisk  I apologize to everyone – Dr. Lee, Dr. Epstein, Rose. I have about five minutes 
to run a couple flights of stairs. So this has been a really great conversation 
for me today. I’m really happy to follow up on any questions, any 
connections. Please, Rose, and your team I’ll work through you. But 
apologies. I really do have to run. Thank you so much. Thank you so much, 
Dr. Lee.  
 

Dr. Lee Thank you.  
 

Ms. Butchart  Thank you so much for joining us – 
 

Dr. Frisk  Thank you. 
 

Ms. Butchart  – and have a wonderful rest of your day.  
 

Then to the – to our remaining panelists, you have been with us all the way 
through. If I can pull from the chat and maybe get at some of this. What do 
we – what did we leave out? What are the top three specific actions that can 
be taken to defend the biosupply – bioeconomy supply chain?  
 



   
 

   
 

Dr. Epstein  I’ll just jump out now but I’ll pay the cop-out of repeating something we’ve 
already talked about.  

 
I think the cyber issues are really important and are getting attention and 
really need to be drilled down on. I’m not sure what the other two are unless 
I have expand cyber to be one, two and three. But let me come back and 
think about others and turn to Dr. Lee. 
 

Dr. Lee No. I think that I’m just fine with my statements earlier and probably we 
should give opportunity to other people participating because I think I talked 
too much. 
 

Ms. Butchart  I don’t think you talked too much. As a facilitator, a panelist who talks a lot is 
a joy. So thank you. (Laughter.) 

 
All right. Well, then I think we have –  
 

Dr. Epstein  At this point, I guess, I can put in a point. I mentioned the National 
Academy’s report on safeguarding the bioeconomy a few times. Full 
disclosure: I was on the panel for that. But one of the approaches that that 
study took was it did an analysis – and this, again, is not just about supply 
chain but it’s the bioeconomy, more broadly. 

 
It did a whole chapter on the risks, and the way it’s parsed is risks to and 
risks from the bioeconomy. There’s a number of risks that might impair a 
country’s ability to succeed with this bioeconomy and there’s also a number 
of potential areas – and Dr. Lee alluded to this early on and Dr. Frisk as well 
in terms of biosecurity – I know of areas where people can abuse or hijack 
elements of the bioeconomy to do harm, and that report goes through sort of 
a number of different aspects and outlines potential risks. 

 
And the way it does that is this, there are a number of things one can do to 
promote the bioeconomy and by promoting making sure we have R&D 
investment, making sure we have a human capital base, making sure there’s 
a regulatory mechanism. 

 
Promoting are things that a country, basically, has under its own control. It 
can decide how much money it wants to spend on R&D. It can have a human 
capital base. Then it talks about measures not to promote the bioeconomy 
but measures to protect the bioeconomy. These are protecting against things 
a country may not be able to control, either deliberate actions of adversaries 
or possibly accidental or natural occurrences that it has to anticipate, and, 
again, it outlines in each of these categories a number of areas where 
countries can go to try and both optimize the benefits from the bioeconomy, 
but also ensure that the bioeconomy is protected against either commercial 
competition or malicious actions of others, or other areas in which it might 



   
 

   
 

be subject to misuse or people may use laboratories or facilities to produce 
dangerous materials or to spread harm.  

 
Those are all outlined in that report. So that came out in early 2020.  
 

Ms. Butchart  Thank you very much.  
 

Greg, I see you have your hand up, so over to you. 
 

Gregory Sanders Thank you. 
 

So just grabbing a question from the chat, Mark Flada, who is a top expert in 
supply chain, asked about changes into country of origin. I don’t know if 
you’ve been tracking that issue, Dr. Epstein, but you’ve already talked about 
information.  

 
And, Dr. Lee, I’m being asked if you know anything about how Korea is 
looking at tracking supply chain for pharmaceutical issues, because I think 
we’ve heard some about how that can be important and a difficult challenge. 
Thank you.  
 

Dr. Lee Yeah. I think the only thing I know is that the Korean food and drug 
administration actually requests and make it mandatory to disclose where 
the origin of that supply for all the ingredients are, and they need to be 
specifically described not only for the approval process but also, actually, 
during the sales of their product process as well.  

 
So I think it’s quite well documented in Korea.  
 

Dr. Epstein  I really can’t speak to the country of origin question because I’m not familiar 
with that case and I don’t know exactly how it factors, although the issue of 
getting greater visibility to the supply chain at all tiers, however one defines 
country of origin if you just have factual information about this facility in this 
place makes this product and ships at the dock facility in that place, that may 
be a little bit independent of definitions. So it’s just a matter of tracking 
down what one can see. So more visibility might – will definitely be useful. 
But I’m not sure how that plays into the legal definition of country of origin.  

 
I did note there was a comment just put in the chat asking about particularly 
the draft guidance for screening synthetic DNA, and the question here, guys – 
I love bumping to Dr. Lee because I’d like to give him the opportunity to 
answer – was asking whether there are certain views on how South Korean 
industry – whether there’s any differences in guidance between how South 
Korea and the United States would interpret the draft guidance. So, I’d love 
to hear that.  
 



   
 

   
 

Dr. Lee Yeah. I think in Korea, at least, probably the approaches are similar. So when 
a scientist orders a sequence of DNA, that sequence automatically goes 
through a software for searching for the dangerous sequence containing part 
or not. And if it contains, for example, tetanus toxin or very dangerous, you 
know, virus replicon, then I think it’s rejected and it is, I think, informed to – 
I don’t know exactly which authority but something like, you know, Korean 
Central Intelligence Agency and also, you know, the Food and Drug 
Administration, where - the department who takes care of this issue.  

 
So I think the approach as, I think, in United States through the international 
consortium where Korean DNA synthesis companies are also participating, I 
think they share the same algorithm over reporting all these, you know, 
synthesis sequences to – in United States case, I think, it’s FBI who are 
monitoring and in Korea, you know, several legal agencies who are doing the 
screening process. 

 
But, you know, 10 policemen cannot, you know, keep away one thief. So it is 
always dangerous. But we have to develop better algorithms, and also the 
company point of view they have to put more effort on screening even more 
wise approach over, potentially, bad people.  

 
One example is what if someone orders a gene for enzyme that constitute a 
pathway that eventually lead to production of, say, cocaine? Oops, we are in 
big trouble because each enzyme is just – a simple enzyme catalyzes one 
reaction and because there are many enzymes that are – their activities are 
promiscuous so you can disguise these, you know, algorithm that they are 
not doing something wrong, and then they assemble those things and, at the 
end, you make cocaine.  

 
Now, if you use those genes and introduce into microorganisms now no one 
will be caught in Singapore for trafficking cocaine and receive a death 
sentence. Instead, they’ll just put one engineered microorganism on their 
clothes, go to any place they want to produce, they isolate the bug locally and 
then do the fermentation, and now produce cocaine. 

 
Well, I should not share this – you know, this idea to anyone. But, you know, 
these kind of things can happen. So the surveillance system, if I put it that 
way, should evolve together. I think Dr. Epstein already greatly mentioned 
that part. So these data driven, you know, knowledge-based systems should 
evolve to a higher level because, you know, bad guys can always, you know, 
evolve, too. 
 

Ms. Butchart  Thank you very much. Thank you both for joining us today, and thank you 
for your many remarks throughout this. 

 



   
 

   
 

With that, I will turn it over to our director, Dr. Cynthia Cook, for some 
closing remarks.  
 

Dr. Cook  Thank you, Rose, and thank you, biotechnology and public health panelists.  
 
The last 26 months have shown the enormous importance of maintaining a 
robust biotech and public health sector to our nations and to the world.  

 
As Dr. DeBord mentioned, the rapid development of the COVID-19 vaccines 
were a stunning achievement for the biotech sector and that relied on a 
variety of preexisting investments ranging from basic science to medical 
manufacturing. The public health sector was also critical to understanding 
the spread of the disease, the risk to different populations, and the relative 
success of various interventions.  

 
Going further, with some reflections, a full conference, we did hear a couple 
of themes across the various panels. The first is the necessity of 
understanding the full supply chains for those industrial sectors that will 
underpin the growth and transformation of our economies. 

 
We have the best insight into where the final products are manufactured. But 
that’s only the last step of the supply chains. Those products rely on a variety 
of subcomponents and an extensive supply network, which starts at the 
material phase. These products also rely on inputs like production chemicals 
that aren’t part of the final products but are necessary for their manufacture.  

 
In some cases, these come from friendly nations as their country of origin. In 
others, they come from potential adversaries or from countries with 
problematic regulatory regimes. This reinforces the critical importance of 
understanding and managing these risks from a policy perspective.  

 
Second, I’ll highlight that one of the exciting things about this conference was 
learning about investments in technology as ways of addressing so-called 
wicked problems. Both DARPA’s discussions at the last panel on new 
pathways to extract critical materials and Dr. Lee’s remarks this morning on 
metabolic engineering were inspiring and, hopefully, will bring us towards 
the next step in understanding innovations in these important sectors. 

 
Finally, a consistent theme of this conference has been the importance of 
strong relationships with allies and partners. Can nations innovate alone? 
Maybe. We can look at nations who have less of a focus investing in 
partnerships with partners and allies and see some islands of success.  

 
But when we consider the strength of the bilateral partnership between the 
Republic of Korea and the United States, we see the value of partnerships in 
scientific innovations. I’m a sociologist by training and I can confirm that for 



   
 

   
 

decades research has shown that strong scientific networks are associated 
with increases in innovation.  

 
Investments in the U.S.-Korea relationship and looking for areas where we 
can develop these scientific networks has had and will continue to have both 
direct and spin-off benefits for both nations.  

 
But as Dr. Lee mentioned, it’s important to move beyond the happy talk 
about affirming the importance of scientific partnerships to investments in 
specific linkages, which is difficult, especially for busy and successful 
scientists. So that’s another area where government policy can help.  

 
Finally, let me offer a reflection on the event as a whole. This is not a 
conference where researchers present final academic results. Instead, it’s an 
exchange where the presenters, the panelists, and the audience inform and 
learn from each other and work towards identifying common themes and 
challenges.  

 
So my thanks to Chey for their vision and supporting this work. And now I 
will bring to an end – to a formal close the Center for Strategic and 
International Studies and the Chey Institute conference on Cooperation on 
Scientific Innovation, Supply Chains, and Geopolitical Risk in Northeast Asia.  

 
Thank you. 

 
(END) 
 

 
 


